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Foreword
This document is owned and published by ACPO Secured by Design (SBD), a subsidiary of
the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO). ACPO SBD is the corporate title for a
group of national police projects focusing on the design and security of new and refurbished
homes, commercial premises and car parks as well as the acknowledgement of quality
security products and crime prevention projects.
This document was specifically prepared by the SBD Test House Studies Group, the
membership of which comprises of all of the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS)
recognised test houses for security testing for doors and windows, to address apparent
difficulties associated with the common interpretation of BS EN 1627, BS EN 1628, BS EN
1629 & BS EN 1630.
The UK police service recognises the significant steps taken by industry to improve the
quality and security of their door and window products. The improvements in the security of
these products have heavily contributed to the reductions in crime that the Secured by
Design initiative has produced since it was established in 1989. Independent academic
evaluations for new build developments has assessed the reduction of crime in such
developments at up to 75% and in major refurbishment schemes SBD has achieved
measured reductions of up to 63% in some of the UK’s highest crime areas.
This document seeks to ensure that there is a high degree of parity (of testing quality and
outcomes) between all test houses. It is of paramount importance that the standards can be
interpreted consistently; as such this document forms the basis for testing for all products
tested to the European standards that either seek individual product approval by SBD or are
used within a development applying for SBD recognition. Any test facility that is appropriately
recognised by UKAS to conduct security testing on door or window products and those
similarly accredited within their own country by an accreditation service that is a member of
the EA MLA (European co-operation for Accreditation Multi-lateral Agreement) may use this
document and present the test report to a recognised third party Certification Body. It is
important to stress that full third party certification is a requirement for all door and window
products falling within the scope of PAS 24:2012 in order to be acceptable for SBD approval.
Jon Cole, Chair
ACPO Secured by Design Test House Standards Group
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The standards BS EN 1627:2011, BS EN 1628:2011, BS EN 1629:2011 and
BS EN 1630:2011 include the following national forward:
‘This British Standard is the UK implementation of EN 1627:2011. It supersedes DD ENV
1627:1999, which is withdrawn
BSI, as a member of CEN, is obliged to publish EN 1627, EN 1628, EN 1629 and EN 1630
as British Standards. However attention is drawn to the fact that, during development of
these European Standards, the UK committee voted against the approval of EN 1627, EN
1628 and EN 1630, and appealed against the ratification of all four standards.
This is due to the committee’s belief that the standards do not address all known burglary
modus operandi and do not account for lock picking within any of their scopes. Users are to
be drawn in this case, to the existence of PAS 24, which provides enhanced security
performance requirements for door assemblies.
NOTE: A revision of PAS 24 to include windows will commence in 2011
The UK participation in its preparation was entrusted to Technical Committee B/538, Doors,
Windows, Shutters, Hardware and curtain walling.
A list of organisations represented on this committee can be obtained on request to its
secretary.
This publication does not purport to include all the necessary provisions of a contract. Users
are responsible for its correct application’

1.

General

1.1.

The complete test involves a number of individual tests being carried out on a
number of test specimens to assess the performance of the product. It is
recommended that a minimum of two identical test specimens are supplied;
however it is permitted to conduct all tests on one specimen if the client prefers and
if, in the opinion of the test laboratory, conducting all tests on a single specimen will
not significantly affect the test resultsa.

1.2.

1.3.

Tests will be conducted in accordance with the following standards:


BS EN 1627:2011



BS EN 1268:2011



BS EN 1629:2011



BS EN 1630:2011

This document defines the methods to be used when conducting the tests where
insufficient detail is provided within the standard.

a

This was agreed with other European test labs in April 2013
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2.

Test specimens and preparation

2.1.

It is recommended that at least two identical test specimens shall be provided by
the client. Additional test specimens may be requested if considered necessary.

2.2.

Temperature and humidity of the test lab shall be recorded for at least 8 hours prior
to the test programme and throughout the test programme. The test specimens
shall be conditioned within the test laboratory between 15°C-30°C and 30%RH70%RH for at least 8 hours prior to testing.

2.3.

The test rig shall be sufficiently stiff that a 15 kN force applied to any of the points
defined in Figure A.5 of EN 1628 shall not cause a deflection of more than 5 mm.

2.4.

The client shall supply the specimens pre-fitted in sub-frames (timber, aluminium or
steel box section) in accordance with their installation instructions, with the
maximum permitted gap between the specimen frame and sub-frame. This should
be representative of a typical installation and shall be recorded in the test report.
During test the test rig shall not support the joint line between specimen frame and
sub-frame. The specimen should be installed into the test rig in the orientation
shown Figure 1.

2.5.

The attack side shall be determined by the client and the specimen installed into the
test rig in the correct orientation.

2.6.

The specimen will then be clamped in the test rig. The header will also be propped.

2.7.

The target resistance class shall be agreed with the client, and shall be noted on
the results sheet.

2.8.

The Group of products shall be determined in accordance with clause 3 of EN 1627,
and shall be noted on the results sheet.

2.9.

The specimen shall be inspected for any damage or defects prior to testing, if any
damage is found it shall be recorded on the results sheet.

2.10.

The customer is to supply certificates relating to the conformity of the hardware and
glazing to EN 1303, EN 1906, EN 12209 and EN 356. Those certificates should be
supplied prior to the test programme. If no certificates are supplied that shall be
noted in the test report.

2.11.

Products should be glazed in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification. The
glass used must be of the grade specified in Table 1 of EN 1628 and EN 1630. If a
higher grade of glass is used on the test specimens, it may not be possible to
assess the use of lower grade glass within those products without conducting
further tests. This is because higher grades of glass may increase the rigidity of the
product.

2.12.

Should the glass break during any tests, the test programme shall proceed with the
broken glass in situ. Adhesive film may be applied to the glass to protect the tester.
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2.13.

Templates E1, E2 and E3 should be presented with the cross section perpendicular
to the aperture, and should be at least the following thickness to ensure they are
used in the correct orientationb:

2.14.



E1 – 250 mm



E2 – 300 mm



E3 – 350 mm

In order to ensure that Gap Gauge D is used in the correct orientation, it should be
at least 200 mm long.
Note: Although the standard specifies that Templates E1, E2 and E3 and Gap
Gauge D should be 20 mm thick, those used should be of at least the lengths
defined above.

b

This deviation of the test block thickness was agreed with other European test labs in
November 2011.
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3.

Typical sequence of test

EN 1627 – EN 1630 – RC 1

EN
1628

EN 1627 – EN 1630 – RC 2 and 3

Check that hardware conforms
to Table 2 of EN 1627 or tests
according to Annex B

Check that hardware conforms
to Table 2 of EN 1627 or tests
according to Annex B

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1628)

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1628)

Apply F1 loads to infill medium
retention system according to
6.3.2 and assessment according
to 6.4

Apply F1 loads to infill medium
retention system according to
6.3.2 and assessment according
to 6.4

Assessment
criteria
met?

EN
1628

No

Assessment
criteria
met?

Yes

Yes

Apply F2, F3 & F3a loads to leaf
according to 6.3.3 or 6.3.5 and
assessment according to 6.4

Apply F2 & F3 loads to leaf
according to 6.3.4 or 6.3.6 and
assessment according to 6.4

Assessment
criteria
met?

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1629) if not done before

Dynamic loading according to
6.3 at impact locations according
to 6.2.2.1, assessment
according to 7

Assessment
criteria
met?

EN
1629

Dynamic loading according to
6.3 at impact locations according
to 6.2.2, assessment according
to 7

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes
Product range
pass

No

Yes

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1629) if not done before

EN
1629

No

No

Yes
Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1630) if not done before

Product range
failure

Pre-test according to 6.5 using
tools described in 7.2, 7.3 and
7.4
EN
1630

Main test according to 6.6 using
tools described in 7.2, 7.3 and
7.4, assessment according to
6.7

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes
Product range
pass
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EN 1627 – EN 1630 – RC 4+

Check that hardware conforms
to Table 2 of EN 1627 or tests
according to Annex B

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1628)

Apply F1 loads to infill medium
retention system according to
6.3.2 and assessment according
to 6.4

EN
1628

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes
Apply F2 & F3 loads to leaf
according to 6.3.4 or 6.3.6 and
assessment according to 6.4

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes

EN
1629

No impacting for classes 4, 5 or
6

Visual examination and
preparation according to 5.2 (EN
1630) if not done before

Pre-test according to 6.5 using
tools described in 7.2, 7.3 and
7.4
EN
1630

Main test according to 6.6 using
tools described in 7.2, 7.3 and
7.4, assessment according to
6.7

Assessment
criteria
met?

No

Yes
Product range
pass

Product range
failure
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4.

Testing to EN 1628

4.1.

General

4.1.1.

Where EN 1628 refers to an ‘element’, this refers to leaf, sash or casement
(opening or fixed).

4.1.2.

Loads shall be applied in accordance with EN 1628. Where there the text and
diagrams within EN 1628 conflict, the text shall take precedence.

4.1.3.

A product will be deemed to have failed the EN 1628 test if it is possible to freely
pass the appropriate gap gauge through the specimen to the opposite side with or
without the load being applied. The gap gauge may be passed through the aperture
at any angle.
Note: Passage of the Gap Gauges A, B or C through a letter plate or similar
aperture will constitute a failure according to EN 1628. The passage of Gap Gauge
D through a Group 4 product will constitute failure. Note that PAS 24 includes
requirements for letter plates. See Section 7.

4.1.4.

Prior to the test on Resistance Class 1 products the specimen shall be prepared in
accordance with Clause 5.2. Accessible fixings and hardware shall be removed.
The time taken to remove those items shall not exceed 3 minutes overall time.

4.1.5.

Pressure pad type 1 shall be positioned with the centre of the loading pad closest to
the intended locking point (this would normally be with the long edge closest the
locking point). Where this is not clear, the pad should be positioned in the vertical
orientation wherever this is practical and complies with the standard. See Annex C
Figure 3 to Figure 15 of this document for examples of loading cases which may be
exceptions to this rule. The pressure pad should remain perpendicular to the face of
the element whilst the loads are applied. Where the exposed face of the element is
narrower than the loading pad, packing may be applied to the unsupported edge
(see Figure 16).

4.1.6.

Props smaller than 100 mm by 50 mm may be used where it is not possible to use
the 100 mm by 50 mm prop defined in EN 1628 (as illustrated in Figure A.50 of
EN 1628). Where a smaller prop is used, it should be as large as possible (up to
100 mm by 50 mm). The test report shall document where smaller props are used.

4.1.7.

F2 loads will be applied progressively and without shock over a period of 10 to 20
seconds and will be maintained for a period of 8 to 12 seconds. All other loads will
be applied in accordance with the standard.

4.1.8.

F3 loads will be applied as close to the centreline of the hardware item as possible.
For hook bolts, this shall be measured at the midpoint between the throat of the
hook bolt and the opposing side (see Annex C Figure 2 in this document).
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4.1.9.

Where two F3 loading points are within 200 mm, the loading point shall be midway
between the centre lines of those hardware items. Combining of loading points
should be prioritised in order of proximity of the loading points, and then in order of
the loading sequence. Where the loading points to be combined occur at a corner,
the distance between them shall be measured along the outside edges of the
sash/casement/leaf. Once two loading points have been combined, they cannot be
further combined with other loading points.

4.1.10. If the frame fixings shear or pull out of the sub-frame such that the gap gauge can
pass through the frame gap, it will be considered that the specimen did not pass the
test. In this situation the test may be repeated with modified fixings.
4.2.

Fixed products/elements

4.2.1.

Fixed products/elements shall be tested in the same fashion as infills within Group 1
or 2 products. F1 loads will be applied to the infill and F3 loads will be applied to
any fixings or hardware attaching the infill to the specimen frame. Loads should not
be applied to the fixings between the specimen frame and the substratec.

4.3.

Loading of infills

4.3.1.

F1 loads on infills will be applied in the direction to disassemble the glazing/infill i.e,
loading from the outside on internally glazed windows and vice versa. Where it is
unclear as to which side is the direction to disassemble the glazing/infill, e.g.
cassette systems of symmetrical systems, the load will be applied from the attack
side.

4.3.2.

The leaf shall be propped when applying F1 loads to infills. The prop shall be
located on the leaf as close to the loading point as is practical, but should not give
additional support to the leaf/infill/beading under test.

4.3.3.

The F1 loads to infills will be applied with the pressure pad located nominally 5 mm
from the edge of the infill, as described in EN 1628 Figure A.1.

4.3.4.

Loads applied to semi-circular infills shall be applied at both corners of the infill and
at the centre of the arc.

4.3.5.

When loading circular and semi-circular infills, pressure pad type 1 will be
positioned with the corners nominally 5 mm away from the edge of the infill.

4.3.6.

In the event of the infill retention system exhibits any sign of disengagement,
subsequent F1 loads shall be applied at locations the test team considers most
likely to result in failure of the infill retention system and no closer than 50 mm

c

This was agreed with other European test labs in April 2013
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between centres of loading points as described in EN 1628 Clause 6.3.2 (see
Annex C Figure 6 of this document).
4.4.

Group 1 products

4.4.1.

The test sequence will consist of the application of the F1 loads on infills, followed
by a loading sequence consisting of F2 and F3/F3a loads on the
leaf/sash/casement.

4.4.2.

Where a hardware loading point is within 350 mm of a corner, an F3 load will be
applied instead of an F2 load.

4.4.3.

The distance of a hardware loading point from a corner shall be measured from the
corner of the frame rebate to the centre of that hardware loading point.

4.4.4.

Any hardware or attachment point between the frame and sash/leaf/casement will
be considered a F3 loading point, regardless of the intended function of that item.
However, locating wedges are not considered to be hardware or attachment points
unless they also act as a security claw/dogbolt.

4.4.5.

F3a loads on Group 1 products shall only be applied to Resistance Class 1
products.

4.4.6.

Where opposing F3a loads are required, the F3a load will be applied in both
directions. The full F3a load will be as defined in Table 3 of EN 1627.
Note: The sum of the half load shown by Figures A.41 to A.50 of EN 1628 equates
to the full load applied through two straps.

4.4.7.

The F3a loads will be applied using hooks in preference to straps wherever
possible. The F3a load shall be applied to the opening side of the
sash/leaf/casement following the methods shown in Figures A.46 and A.50.
Note: Figures A.41 to A.44 show the loading of F3a through straps on both faces of
the product.

4.4.8.

Where more than one F3a (parallel to plane) load is required for an F3 loading
point, all related F3a loads will be applied and maintained until the F3 load has
been applied and removed.

4.4.9.

Where there are two loading points within 200 mm that require opposite F3a loads,
the F3a load shall be applied in the direction to disengage the largest locking point.
Where both locking points are identical, the F3a load shall be applied in the
direction that the test team consider most onerous; a record of the decision should
be included within the test report.

4.4.10. On products incorporating two or more leafs, or where a loading point engages into
a transom/mullion, the supporting leaf/transom/mullion shall be propped in
accordance with Figures A.36, A.38, A.47 and A.50 in EN 1628.
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4.4.11. Sequence of loading is to start at the top hinge side corner of the specimen (starting
on the slave leaf if the specimen is a double leaf door or window) and work along
the hinge edge to the lock edge and back to the start point. On double leaf doors
and windows, repeat the sequence on the master leaf (see Figure 11).
4.4.12. Typical load points:


Infills loaded to F1 load.



Corners loaded to F2 load.



Locks, hinges and any other contact points to F3 load.



Variable geometry hinges/projecting hinges (friction hinges) to be loaded to
F3 load at each pivot, unless the pivots are within 200 mm, in which case
load equidistant between the pivotsd. Loading positions should be measured
or calculated to the centre of the pivots when the window is in the closed
position.



Fixings of ‘fixed elements’ (i.e., fixed lights, side panels, dummy vents,
curtain wall fixings, etc) to F3 load.



Propping - Meeting edge of pairs of doors or windows at loading points
connecting opening elements.

d

This loading procedure was agreed following discussion with other European test houses in July
2012.
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4.5.

Group 2 products

4.5.1.

F3 loads to sliding elements will be applied using a hook attached to the face of the
door or webbing sling passing through the opening edge gap. Both sides of the
sling will then be simultaneously loaded via a load cell.

4.5.2.

When loading at the meeting edge, if there is no exposed rail to load due to the
sliding elements overlapping, the use of hook brackets fixed to the edge of the
sliding element shall be used rather than applying additional loading to the infill.

4.5.3.

Loads on Group 2 products shall be applied in the following sequence:
4.5.3.1. Apply F1 loads to infills as per the procedure used for Group 1 products.
4.5.3.2. Apply F3(1) load (shown in Figures A.39 and A.40 of EN 1628 and Annex
C of this document) along the locking edge in the direction to disengage
the locking points. Maintain the F3(1) load until the F3(2) load has been
applied in the direction to open the sliding element and that load has been
removed. See Figure 9 and Figure 13 in this documente.
4.5.3.3. Repeat the method detailed above for each locking point.
4.5.3.4. Apply perpendicular to plane F3 loads to each corner of the sliding
element. This should be applied in the direction to push the sliding element
away from the fixed/secondary element. See Figure 10 and Figure 14 of
this document.

4.5.4.

F2 and F3a loads are not required on Group 2 products. F3 loads on Group 2
products may be applied parallel to plane or perpendicular to plane, dependant on
the loading position and hardware.

4.5.5.

If there is an interlock at the meeting edge, that shall be treated as a locking point
and, if over 200 mm long, shall be loaded at each end. In these locations, an F3
load shall be applied to the leaf/sash/casement in the direction to slide it open.

4.5.6.

If there is a bullet lock present, an F3(1) load shall be applied in the direction to
disengage the bullet lock (this may be parallel or perpendicular to plane). Maintain
the F3(1) load until the F3(2) load has been applied in the direction to open the
sliding element and that load has been removed.

4.5.7.

An F3 load shall be applied to each corner of the sash/leaf/casement in the
direction most likely to push the leaf/sash/casement out of the frame; i.e. where the
sliding element is innermost, the load will be applied from the outside of the product,
and vice versa.

e

This interpretation of Clause 6.3.5 of EN 1628 has been agreed with other European test labs in
November 2011.
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4.5.8.

Where loads are applied at the junction between the primary sliding element and
the secondary/fixed element, the element that is not being loaded shall be propped
as close to the load point as possible, as for Group 1 products.

4.5.9.

Sequence of loading locking points is to start at the meeting edge (starting on the
secondary sash of fixed element) and work along the meeting edge around the
other edges and back to the start point. Repeat the sequence on the primary sash.

4.5.10. Typical load points:


Infills loaded to F1.



Lock points loaded to F3(1) in the direction to disengage the locks and then
to F3(2) in the direction to open the specimen.



Fixing points of fixed elements loaded to F3.



Each corner loaded to F3 perpendicular to plane in the direction to push the
sliding element away from the other element.

4.6.

Group 3 products

4.6.1.

Tests shall be conducted in the following order:

4.6.2.



Guide rail deflection test.



Curtain lift test.



Lath engagement test.



F1 loads on curtain.



Measure lath engagement.



F2 loads on curtain.



Measure lath engagement.

On the guide rail deflection test, the F1.1 loads will be applied at the top, bottom
and centre of the guide. The angular deflection shall be measured.

4.6.3.

During the curtain lift test, the loads shall be applied via a webbing sling passed
under the curtain. Both sides of the sling will then be simultaneously loaded via a
load cell.

4.6.4.

Where the curtain is locked using a ground anchor, the anchor shall be secured to
threshold/floor in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.7.

Group 4 products

4.7.1.

If the product contains a moving element, the moving element shall initially be
tested as a Group 1, 2 or 3 product, as applicable.

4.7.2.

If Gap Gauge D can be inserted through the apertures in the product (before, during
or after the loading tests), the product will be considered to have failed the test.

4.7.3.

Other tests on the Group 4 products are insufficiently defined in the standard.
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5.

Testing to EN 1629

5.1.

Impacts shall be applied in accordance with EN 1629. Where there the text and
diagrams within EN 1629 conflict, the text shall take precedence.

5.2.

Products that are intended to be installed in orientations other than vertical (e.g.
roof lights) should be installed in the vertical orientation for the purpose of this test.

5.3.

The tyre pressure on the impactor shall be checked at the start of each test
programme, the tyre pressure shall be 0.35 MPa (3.5 Bar) ±0.02MPa.

5.4.

At rest, the impactor should be positioned 10 mm ±5 mm from the face of the test
specimen.

5.5.

Products incorporating two or more infills smaller than 150 mm wide by 300 mm
high (or equivalent area) shall be impacted three times at the centre of the whole
infill area (regardless of the distance between infill panels). Products incorporating a
single infill smaller than 150 mm wide by 300 mm high shall not be subjected to
impacts at the infillf.

5.6.

Following the impacts, attempts shall be made to pass the gap gauge through any
aperture. A force of up to 200 N ± 5% may be applied to widen any aperture. The
force shall be applied using a compact force gauge as described in EN 1627 Clause
6.3.

5.7.

Impacts at the corners of infills/leafs should be conducted before impacting the
centre of the infill. The report shall include the sequence in which the impacts were
conducted.

5.8.

If the frame fixings sheer or pull out of the sub-frame such that the gap gauge can
pass through the frame gap, it will be considered that the specimen did not pass the
test. In this situation the test may be repeated with modified fixings.

5.9.

The exact location of each impact should be recorded in the test records.

5.10.

The following rules should be applied to combining impact points:


Two leaf/sash/casement impact points that are within 300 mm shall be
combined into a single impact point, mid-way between the two original
impact points. No more than two impact points may be combined into a
single impact point.



The number of impacts at a combined location should not exceed the
number of impacts that would have been conducted in each location had
they not been combined.

f

This interpretation of Clause 6.2.2.1 of EN 1628 was agreed with other European test labs in
November 2011
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Combining of impact points should be prioritised in order of proximity of the
impact points.



Once an impact point has been combined, the combined impact point
cannot be further combined with other impact points.



The impact point at the centre of the leaf/infill edges shall not be combined
with any other point.



The impact point at the meeting edges shall not be combined with any other
point.

5.11.

Typical impact points:


Each corner of door leaf – 1 impact.



Each corner of infill – 1 impact.



Circular products at four equally spaced points– 1 impact.



Centre of each door leaf – 3 impacts.



Centre of infill panel – 3 impacts.



200 mm from each end of a meeting edge, transom or mullion between or
adjacent to elements (see clause 4.1.1 for the definition of an element) – 1
impact.

See Appendix C for illustrations of impact points.
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6.

Testing to EN 1630

6.1.

A full Test Schedule shall be devised covering all conceivable methods of forced
entry through the specimen using the available tools and using the methods
permitted in EN 1630, relevant to the target resistance class.

6.2.

A list of test methods that shall be considered is contained in Annex A of this
document. The list within that appendix is not exhaustive and further test methods
should be considered where other attack methods are apparent on the test
specimen.

6.3.

All test methods listed on the Test Schedule shall be conducted as Pre-Tests,
unless a justification for not conducting the tests is recorded on the record sheets.

6.4.

During each Pre-Test and Main Test, the attack used will aim to create an
accessible opening in the product in the minimum possible resistance time.

6.5.

Each Pre-Test shall have a Resistance Time of at least 25% of the Resistance Time
for the expected Resistance Class. The Resistance Time of the Pre-Test may be
extended in order to fully explore all potential vulnerabilities.

6.6.

The attack method found most effective during the Pre-Tests shall be repeated as a
Main Test on the second test specimen.

6.7.

If the Pre-Tests indicate that more than one attack method needs to be evaluated
as Main Tests, additional Main Tests shall be conducted. The additional Main Test
should ideally be conducted on a third test specimen. If more than one Main Test is
to be conducted on specimen 2, the Main Tests should be conducted in such an
order that the damage sustained during one test has minimal effect of the results of
subsequent tests, or be conducted on separate specimens. Before the product can
be deemed to have passed testing, all pre-test attack methods that are identified as
able to generate an accessible opening shall have been assessed by a main test.

6.8.

In the event that no definitive test method is identified by the Pre-Tests then the
Main test shall be attempted with the most reasonable test method identified by the
test team to demonstrate that the product will achieve the desired resistance class.

6.9.

At the start of main each test, a stopwatch shall be started, which will remain
running until either:

6.10.



The Resistance Time (defined in EN 1627 of Table 7) has elapsed.



The Maximum Total Test Time (defined in EN 1627 of Table 7) has elapsed.



The entry has been achieved.



The test is halted.

A second stopwatch shall also commence at the start of the test programme to
record the resistance time. That stopwatch shall be temporally halted whenever the
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attack tester or time keeper indicates to stop, and shall recommence when the
attack tester resumes the test. The pause shall not be less than 5 seconds. The
stopwatch shall be stopped when the Resistance Time (defined in Table 7 of
EN 1627) has elapsed or entry has been achieved.
6.11.

The tools used shall be as defined for the resistance class. The following items
have been clarified by the Secured By Design Test House Studies Group:
Tool Set A1
Engineers
pliers
(maximum
length 200
m)

It is considered that a maximum length of 200 m is a mistake within
the standard. The maximum length of the pliers that may be used is
200 mm.
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Knife
(maximum
length blade
120 mm,
maximum
thickness 3
mm)

This specification covers a wide range of knives. The effectiveness of
each knife shall be assessed during Pre-Tests. The knife found most
effective will used in the Main Tests, if required. Only one knife shall
be used during any one Main Test. Tests should always be started
with a sharp blade. Should a knife be blunted during a Pre-Test/Main
Test, the knife may only be sharpened/blades replaced on completion
of that test.
The following knife specifications should be assessed:
 Trimming knife with replaceable blade (e.g. Stanley Classic
99, or knife of identical specification).

Steel wire

String



Fixed blade knife of close to the maximum size permitted (e.g.
Morakniv TopQ Allround knife, or knife of identical
specification).



Putty knife (e.g. Draper 71291 putty knife, or knife of identical
specification).



Cable/lead knife (e.g. Cimco 12 0060, or knife of identical
specification).

Discussion with other European test houses in July 2012 concluded
that serrated blade knives should not be used. This was on the basis
that the photos in EN 1630 show a non-serrated blade.
Various diameters of steel wire may be used, including welding wire
and wire coat hangers. Maximum diameter of 4 mm. No restriction on
length.
Various diameters of string may be used. No restriction on length.
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Universal
lock key

Tool Set A2
Pipe wrench

Plastic
wedges
Wooden
Wedges
Padsaw

Cimco 11 2798 and Cimco 11 2890 universal lock keys, or universal
lock keys of identical functionality, shall be assessed and any
combination of the functions may be used in the main test.

Gedore 100 ½, Cimco 10 1277, or Swedish style pipe wrench of
identical specification.

Plastic wedges are to be cut from blocks of Nylon.
Wooden wedges cut from hardwood and softwood should be used in
the Pre-Test and whichever is most effective be used in the Main
Test.
Tolerances for this shall be ±10% of dimensions stated within the
standard.
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Steel
extension
tube
Tool Set A3
Crowbar
(710 mm
±10 mm)

Hand drill

Drill bits

Tolerances shall be:
Outer diameter ±0.5 mm
Wall thickness ±0.3 mm
Length ±5 mm
The Gränsfors Brecheisen TOVE 28” crowbar or Hultafors 109
(824012) 710 mm long wrecking bar, as shown in EN 1630 Figure A.3
item 3.2, shall be used. The TOVE crowbar has been measured to be
nominally 695 mm in length (tip to tip). As this is a hand forged item,
it is considered that ±10 mm tolerance is too strict. A tolerance of 700
mm ±20 mm is deemed to be acceptableg.

Hand drills longer than 295 mm long are generally unavailable in the
UK. A minimum overall length of hand drill of 260 mm is considered
acceptable. This is because the length of the drill does not have any
effect on the effectiveness of it when used for its intended purpose.
HSCO to be used in preference to HSS wherever practical. Tests
should always be started with a sharp drill bit. Only one drill bit of
each diameter may be used.

Tool Set A4
Club
hammer

1.25kg club hammers with overall lengths greater than 260 mm are
not available in the UK. A minimum overall length of club hammer of
235 mm is considered acceptableg. This is because it is
representative of club hammer that are generally available.
Cold
Tests should always be started with a sharp chisel tip. Should a
chisels/wood chisel be blunted during a Pre-Test/Main Test, the chisel may only be
chisels
sharpened on completion of that test.
Drill bits
HSCO to be used in preference to HSS wherever practical. Tests
should always be started with a sharp drill bit. Only one drill bit of
each diameter may be used. However, the drill bits within Tool Set A3
may also be used.
Tool Set A5
HSS/HSCO
HSCO to be used in preference to HSS wherever practical. Tests
drill bits
should always be started with a sharp drill bit. The number of these
drill bits that may be used is unlimited.
Carbide
Only two drill bits of each diameter may be used.
tipped drill
bits
6.12.

Prior to commencing each individual forced entry test, the tools should be inspected
to ensure they are in a suitably good condition to effectively conduct the test and
that cutting tools are sharp.

g

This interpretation of the tool list was agreed with other European test labs in November
2011 and April 2013.
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6.13.

All forced entry tests (Pre-Tests and Main Tests) shall be videoed and the video
shall have a time and date stamp. The video shall be stored on media and kept for
at least 5 years.

6.14.

In addition to the restrictions on tool use defined in EN 1630 Clause 7, tools should
be used in a manner consistent with their intended purpose. See also Annex B of
this document for guidance on intended uses.

6.15.

Pure bodily force attacks, such as direct kicking or shoulder charging, are
adequately covered by the loading and impact tests in EN 1628 and EN 1629;
Therefore there is no need to conduct those type of attack as tests, although such
attacks methods are permitted. If the specimen is weakened whilst attacking the
specimen with tools then bodily force may be used to attempt to gain entry.

6.16.

Tests should be conducted on all hardware, furniture or cylinders in accordance
with EN 1630, regardless of compliance with Table 2 or Annex B of EN 1627h.

6.17.

Penetration and impacting attacks shall not be conducted on glazing at Resistance
Classes 1 to 4. However, attacks aimed at levering out the glazing shall be
conducted.

6.18.

At the end of each individual Pre-Test and the Main Test the specimen shall be
inspected visually and any changes noted. The specimen shall be photographed if
deemed necessary.

6.19.

On completion of the Pre-Test programme the record sheets shall be reviewed. If
this review finds that additional testing is required, those tests shall be conducted
before the Main Test is conducted.

7.

Compliance with PAS 24

7.1.

Additional tests may need to be conducted where compliance with PAS 24 is also
sought. Refer to PAS 24 for details of those tests. Details of the additional
requirements for PAS 24 are listed in Annex D.

8.

Reports

8.1.

The test report shall include all necessary data as specified in Clause 9 of EN 1627.

8.2.

The test report shall include a detailed description of the test specimen, including
details of all hardware components, operation of the hardware and the specimen
installation method.

h

EN 1627 does not preclude directly attacking hardware, furniture or cylinders at any

resistance class; even if it complies with Table 2 or Annex B of EN 1627. Furthermore,
the methods in Table 2 and Annex B of EN 1627 are not harmonised with EN 1630 attack
methods and in many cases tests on hardware in accordance with EN 1630 are more
onerous.
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8.3.

The report shall state that this document has been used to interpret the standard.

8.4.

The reports shall include full details of each EN 1630 Pre-Test and Main Test
conducted. This shall include the tools used, method in which each tool was used
and the time spent using tools in a particular method.
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ANNEX A – EN 1630 test methodologies
This appendix details a list of test methods that should be considered when developing a test
programme. The list is not exhaustive and further test methods should be considered
applicable to the product under test.
Summary of attack test method to be assessed

Comments

Pivot hinges

-

Lever out bottom hinge pin.

-

Cut bottom hinge pin.

-

Lever out top hinge pin.

-

Cut top hinge pin.

-

Overcome door closer mechanism in top frame.

-

Cut section of door leaf to isolate hinge.

-

Butt hinge/lift off hinges

-

Isolate hinge fixings from door leaf.

-

Isolate hinge fixings from door frame.

-

Cut hinge pin.

-

Drill out hinge pin.

-

Punch hinge pin out of hinge.

-

Variable geometry hinges

-

Isolate hinge fixings from casement.

-

Isolate hinge fixings from frame.

-

Separate/cut hinge linkages.

-

Leading edge

-

Lever open the leading edge.

-

Mechanical locks

-

Impact the lock bolt in the direction of operation to
disengage it.

-

Apply levering forces to the lock bolt in the direction of
operation to disengage it.

-

Create access aperture through profile/leaf to manipulate
lock mechanism.

-

Create an aperture in the leaf/profile through which to
remove the lock.

-
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Summary of attack test method to be assessed

Comments

Create an aperture in the leaf/profile through which to
punch surface mounted locks.

-

Cut lock bolts.

-

Cut lock keeps out of frame.

-

Lever the lock bolts out of the keep.

-

Impact off escutcheon/handle set.

-

Lever off escutcheon/handle set.

-

Cut escutcheon to access and attack the cylinder.

-

Drill through escutcheon to access and attack the cylinder.

-

Punch cylinder through leaf.

-

Impact screwdriver into cylinder and twist/chisel out the
cylinder.

-

Drill out cylinder.

-

Snap cylinder.

-

Create an aperture/drill a hole in the specimen directly in
line with any spindles/lock release
mechanisms/thumbturns in order to manipulate the lock.

-

Electrically operated locks
Obtain access to wires and disconnect the power supply
on –fail safe’ locks.

-

Obtain access to wires and energise them using the drill
batteries on ‘fail secure’ locks.

-

Leafs/sashes/casements

-

Lever apart the profiles to destroy the leaf/sash/casement.

-

Delaminate the leaf/sash/casement.

-

Impact a hole through the leaf/sash/casement.

-

Cut an accessible opening aperture through the
leaf/profile.

-

Cut a hand access aperture through the leaf/profile in
order to manipulate lock release devices on the non-attack
side of the leaf.

-

Cut a hand access aperture through the leaf/profile in
order to attack exposed cylinders on the non-attack side of
the leaf.

-
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Summary of attack test method to be assessed

Comments

Cut a slot access aperture/drill a hole through the
leaf/profile in order to manipulate lock release devices on
the non-attack side of the leaf by passing a tool through
the hole.

-

Cut a small hole/drill a hole through the leaf/profile in order
to manipulate lock release devices on the non-attack side
of the leaf by passing a tool through the slot.

-

Infills

-

Impact a hole through the infill.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Cut an accessible opening aperture through the infill.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Cut a hand access aperture through the infill in order to
manipulate lock release devices on the non-attack side of
the leaf.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Cut a slot access aperture through the infill in order to
manipulate lock release devices on the non-attack side of
the leaf by passing a tool through the slot.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Cut a small hole through the infill in order to manipulate
lock release devices on the non-attack side of the leaf by
passing a tool through the slot.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Impact out the infill.

Glazing should not be attacked
using this method if the target
resistance class is RC1 to
RC4.

Lever out the infill.

-

Remove inner beading to remove the infill.

-

Remove outer beading to remove the infill.

-
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ANNEX B – Tool uses
Tool set A1
This toolset contains mostly small tools for undoing and removing fixings such as screwdrivers, Allen keys, spanners, plus tools for gripping
such as the slip joint pliers, engineers pliers and tweezers, plus tools for manipulating without force such as the hooks, wires & string. When
toolkit A1 is used to prepare the specimen for further testing in accordance with EN 1628, this toolkit should only be used to remove and
manipulate without damaging the parts that are removed.
Item
1.1

Tool
Multiple slip joint
gripping pliers
Length 250±10 mm

Usage
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used in attempts to grip and manipulate items such as
hinges and external security devices, by means such as
removing loose pins and fixings.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the item
should be used to gain a firm grip with which to apply a
levering torque on any hardware item.

1.2

Screwdriver
Length 260±20 mm
Shaft 8±2 mm
Blade 10±1 mm

During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used primarily to manipulate and undo fixings that are
readily available, and attempt to dislodge or remove trim or
infill panel beading.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the
thickness of the shaft also lends the tool to levering any
accessible gaps or attempting to break any security
hardware that is accessible. The item should also be used
with any hammers that are available, by striking the blunt
end in an attempt to plunge the item deeper into any
accessible hole and give greater leverage.
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Examples of use
 Grab and pull fixings
 Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices
Plus above level RC1
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices
 Manipulate and damage hardware
accessible on external face
 Grip and snap any exposed
external cylinders
 Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices
 Lever fixings
 Remove trim, beading etc.
Plus above level RC1
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices including
handles
 Lever and bend leaf to create
accessible gaps
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Item
1.3

Tool
Set of small
screwdrivers
maximum length 250
mm
maximum shaft
diameter 8 mm

1.4

Hexagonal Allen
keys
maximum length 120
mm

1.5

Spanners
maximum length 180
mm

1.6

Engineers pliers
maximum length 200
mm

Usage
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used primarily to manipulate and undo fixings that are
readily available.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the small
nature of the tools limits suitability for being used for
levering. The small blade can be used to cut or gauge
timber or PVC specimens, and can be used in attempt to
manipulate any accessible security hardware.
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used primarily to manipulate and undo fixings that are
readily available.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above they may
also be used to pass through any apertures created in the
specimen to manipulate lock release mechanisms.
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used primarily to manipulate and undo fixings that are
readily available.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the
strength of the item means that it can also be used to grip
hinges and security devices so a levering force can be
applied.
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used in attempts to grip and manipulate items such as
hinges and external security devices, by means such as
removing loose pins and fixings.
Additionally for EN 1630 at level RC2 and above gaining a
firm grip with which to apply a levering torque on any
hardware item.
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Examples of use
 Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices
 Manipulate fixings
 Remove trim, beading etc.
Plus above level RC1
 Gouge away material


Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices



Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices
Plus above level RC1
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings



Grab and pull fixings
Manipulate, undo & remove fixings
& hardware devices
 Remove trim, beading etc.
Plus above level RC1
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings
including handles
 Grip and snap any exposed
external cylinders
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Item
1.7

Tool
Tweezers

1.8

Knife
maximum length
blade 120 mm
maximum thickness
3 mm

1.9

Torch

1.10

Hooks

Usage
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item should
be used in attempts to grip and manipulate hard to reach
items such as lock release items and fixings, but the
inherent weakness of the items means that very little
levering force can be applied.
For EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the knife should be
used to cut through and gouge into the specimen and/or its
frame in an attempt to cut through the specimen and create
an accessible gap, or expose fixings and hardware that
was covered by the frame, and also apply a small amount
of leverage on small gaps.
This specification covers a wide range of knives (see
section 6.11). The effectiveness of each knife shall be
assessed during Pre-Tests. The knife found most effective
will used in the Main Tests, if required. Only one knife shall
be used during any one Main Test.
The torch has very limited uses; it can only be used to
illuminate dark areas and holes in specimens.
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item can be
used in an attempt to manipulate lock release devices and
fixings on the interior of the specimen, for example panic
bars, thumbturns or any other device that offers quick
release of the specimen without the use of a removable
key.
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Examples of use
 Manipulate small fixings

 Lever small gaps
Plus above level RC1
 Cut leaves/fixings
 Cut away rebates around
glazing/frame
 Gouge away material
 Expose fixings and hardware by
cutting away specimen material



Illuminate dark areas



Manipulate fixings & security
devices on the interior
Manipulate locking devices on the
interior
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Item
1.11

Tool
Steel wire

1.12

Adhesive tape

1.13

String

Usage
During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item can be
used in an attempt to manipulate lock release devices and
fixings on the interior of the specimen, for example panic
bars, thumbturns or any other device that offers quick
release of the specimen without the use of a removable
key. The wire can also be used to manipulate accessible
key holes and locks.
Where products incorporate a panic bar/push pad, a hole
crested above the panic bar may allow a wire to be passed
through the hole and retracted through a second hole
created below the panic bar/push pad, or under the
threshold. The wire can then be pulled tight to operate the
panic bar.
For EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the adhesive tape
can be used on glass or other brittle material to avoid
shattering when drilled.
May also be used to secure loose items in position in order
to increase the effectiveness of an attack.

Examples of use
 Manipulate fixings on the interior
 Manipulate key locking devices
from the exterior
 Manipulate locking devices on the
interior

During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 this item can be
used in an attempt to manipulate fixings on the interior of
the specimen, for example panic bars, thumbturns or any
other device that offers quick release of the specimen
without the use of a removable key.
Where products incorporate a panic bar/push pad, a hole
crested above the panic bar may allow a string to be
passed through the hole and retracted through a second
hole created below the panic bar/push pad, or under the
threshold. The string can then be pulled tight to operate the
panic bar.
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Use when a drill is available to drill
though ceramic/glass without
shattering.
Secure loose items in position in
order to increase the effectiveness
of an attack
Manipulate fixings on the interior
Manipulate locking devices on the
interior
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Item
1.14

1.15

Tool
Rubber hammer
Hardness 90±10
shore
Head weight
100±20g
Total weight
145±20g
Length 260±20 mm
Universal lock key

Usage
For EN 1630 at level RC2 and above the rubber hammer
shall not be used to strike the specimen directly, but is
used to strike other tools like wedges and screwdrivers to
simulate blows by hand.

Examples of use
 Strike other tools to simulate use of
hand

During the preparation for EN 1628 RC1 and EN 1630 at
level RC2 and above the lock key can be used to
manipulate locking devices that use locks compatible with
the universal key.
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Manipulate locking devices that
use locks compatible with the
universal key
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Tool set A2
This toolkit introduces the plastic and wood wedges, which can be used in conjunction with the rubber hammer from tool set A1 to apply a
greater levering force and open up gaps between opening elements and frames, and also a heftier screwdriver for leverage. A selection of saws
are available, but they can only be used on accessible hinges or grilles.
Item
2.1

Tool
Screwdriver
Length 365±25 mm
Blade width 16±2
mm

Usage
This item can be used to manipulate and undo fixings that
are readily available, but the thickness of the shaft lends
the tool to levering any accessible gaps or attempting to
break any security hardware that is accessible. The item
should also be used with any hammers that are available,
by striking the blunt end in an attempt to plunge the item
deeper into any accessible hole and give greater leverage,
or break hardware. The item should also be used in an
attempt to dislodge or remove trim or infill panel beading.

2.2

Pipe wrench
Length 240±20 mm

This item should be used in attempts to grip and
manipulate items such as hinges and external security
devices, by means such as removing loose pins and
fixings, and gaining a firm grip with which to apply a
levering torque on any hardware item. It will offer a greater
degree of leverage than the pliers available in tool set A1.

2.3

2x Plastic wedges
Length 200±25 mm
Width 80±10 mm
Height 40±5 mm

2.4

2x Wooden wedges
Length 200±25 mm
Width 80±10 mm
Height 40±5 mm

The wedges should be used in conjunction with any
hammers that are available (and the hammers available
will determine the degree of leverage that can be applied).
Wedges should be inserted into accessible gaps and used
to widen the gap and disengage any hardware such as
shootbolts, dead bolts and latches.
The wedges should be used in conjunction with any
hammers that are available (and the hammers available
will determine the degree of leverage that can be applied).
Wedges should be inserted into accessible gaps and used
to widen the gap and disengage any hardware such as
shootbolts, dead bolts and latches.
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Checklist
 Undo fixings
 Lever
 Bend leaf
 Hammer into accessible gaps
 Remove trim, beading etc and
attempt to remove infill panels.
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings
including handles
 Grip and pull on fixings
 Undo fixings
 Break fixings
 Manipulate and damage hardware
accessible on external face
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings
 Strike with hammers to lever &
prise gaps
 Strike with hammers to widen
accessible openings



Strike with hammers to lever &
prise gaps
Strike with hammers to widen
accessible openings
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Item
2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Tool
Compass saw
2 blades 310±25 mm
long
Pad saw
2 blades 300 by 13
by 0.65 mm
Hacksaw
2 blades 330±25 mm
long
Steel extension
tube
500 mm long, 30 mm
diameter, 3 mm max
long

Usage
The compass saw must only be used to attempt to saw
through grilles and accessible hinges.

Checklist
 Saw through and defeat any grilles
or accessible hinges

The pad saw must only be used to attempt to saw through
grilles and accessible hinges.



Saw through and defeat any grilles
or accessible hinges

The hacksaw must only be used to attempt to saw through
grilles and accessible hinges.



Saw through and defeat any grilles
or accessible hinges

The extension tube must only be used on grilles in an
attempt to lever.



Lever grilles
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Tool set A3
Tool set A3 introduces a second large screwdriver for levering, and a 710 mm crowbar for a greater amount of levering. Drilling is assessed at
this level, as a locksmiths hammer and pin punches plus hand drill/drill bits are also available.
Item
3.1

Tool
Screwdriver
Length 365±25 mm
Blade width 16±2
mm

Usage
This item can be used to manipulate and undo fixings that
are readily available, but the thickness of the shaft lends
the tool to levering any accessible gaps or attempting to
break any security hardware that is accessible. The item
should also be used with any hammers that are available,
by striking the blunt end in an attempt to plunge the item
deeper into any accessible hole and give greater leverage,
or break hardware. The item should also be used in an
attempt to dislodge or remove trim or infill panel beading.

3.2

Crowbar
Length 710±20 mm
(see Section 6.11 for
extended tolerances)

3.3

Locksmiths
hammer
Weight 200±20g
Length 300±20 mm

This item can be used to lever any accessible gaps or
attempt to break any security hardware that is accessible.
The item should also be used with any hammers that are
available, by striking the blunt end in an attempt to plunge
the item deeper into any accessible hole and give greater
leverage, or break hardware. The item should also be used
in an attempt to dislodge or remove trim or infill panel
beading.
Item must not be used to strike the specimen or other tools
by swinging it like a hammer/axe, but may be plunged into
any available gaps to create an opening.
This item must only be used in conjunction with the pin
punches, and must not impact the specimen.
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Checklist
 Undo fixings
 Lever
 Bend leaf
 Hammer into accessible gaps
 Remove trim, beading etc and
attempt to remove infill panels.
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings
including handles
 Use in conjunction with screwdriver
2.1 to provide extra leverage
 Lever
 Prise gaps
 Remove trim, beading etc and
attempt to remove infill panels.
 Use in conjunction with screwdriver
3.1 to provide extra leverage
 Apply leverage to break security
hardware devices & fixings
including handles


Use to impact pin punches only
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Item
3.4

Tool
Set of pin punches

Usage
May be used through holes created in the product to
punch/drift beads or surface mounted hardware from the
non-attack side. These items may also be used as a centre
punch to start precise drilling. It can also be used to knock
out pins of loose pin hinges.

3.5

Hand drill
Length 330±25 mm

Item should be used to drill holes in the item in conjunction
with the drill bits. These holes can then be widened with
the other tools available. Chain drilling should also be
considered.

3.6

Set of drill bits
HSS/HSCO diameter 1 mm to 6
mm

Items should be used to drill holes in the item in
conjunction with the hand drill.
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Checklist
 Start precise drilling
 Manipulate locking devices
 Punch out fixings such as pins
from loose pin hinges & pop rivets
 Punch holes in infill panels and thin
sections of material
 To use in conjunction with drill bits
to drill holes in specimen fabric
 Drill into fixings and security
hardware in an attempt to defeat
them
 To use in conjunction with the drill
to drill holes
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Tool set A4
Tool set A3 introduces the club hammer, which greatly increases the force that can be applied via the wedges. Also added is a cold chisel and a
wood chisel that can be used with the club hammer to open up gaps in the specimen. The hand drill is upgraded to a 14.4V cordless drill, and a
350 mm axe is also introduced
Item
4.1

Tool
Club hammer
Length 300±25 mm
Weight 1.25±0.1kg

Usage
The club hammer should be used to strike other tools such
as the wedges and the two chisels introduced at this attack
level. It should also be considered to strike the specimen
directly.

Checklist
 Strike other tools such as
screwdrivers, cold chisel, wood
chisel and wedges
 Strike specimen directly in an
attempt to deform & break fixings
and security devices.

4.2

Cold chisel
Length 250±25 mm
Blade 30±5 mm

The chisel should be used to cut the fabric of the
leaf/frame/infill, and also be used to cut ‘lands’ between
holes created during ‘chain drilling’. This item may also be
used to lever any accessible gaps or attempting to break
any security hardware that is accessible. The item should
also be used in an attempt to dislodge or remove trim or
infill panel beading. The item should be used with the club
hammer, by striking the blunt end in an attempt to plunge
the item deeper into any accessible hole and cut, give
greater leverage or break hardware.
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Use with club hammer
Cut fabric of leaf/frame/infill
Cut ‘lands’ between holes created
during ‘chain drilling’
Insert into accessible gaps
Lever gaps
Use with club hammer to strike
specimen in an attempt to deform
& break fixings and security
devices.
Remove trim, beading, etc, and
attempt to remove infill panels
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Item
4.3

Tool
Wood chisel
Length 250±25 mm
Blade 30±5 mm

Usage
The chisel should be used to cut the fabric of the
leaf/frame/infill, and also be used to cut ‘lands’ between
holes created during ‘chain drilling’. This item may also be
used to lever any accessible gaps or attempting to break
any security hardware that is accessible. The item should
also be used in an attempt to dislodge or remove trim or
infill panel beading. The item should be used with the club
hammer, by striking the blunt end in an attempt to plunge
the item deeper into any accessible hole and cut, give
greater leverage or break hardware.

4.4

Plate shears
left cutting and right
cutting, length
260±25 mm
Axe
Length 350±25 mm
Head weight
800±30g

These items should be used to cut through any accessible
fixings or material, including safety grilles or grids,
accessible hinges, or thin sections of hardware/specimen.

Bolt cutter
Length 460±50 mm

Item should be used to cut through any accessible fixings
or material, including safety grilles or grids, accessible
hinges, or thin sections of hardware/specimen.

4.5

4.6

4.7

Cordless drilling
machine
Non- percussion,
14.4V

This item should be used to strike the specimen and/or its
hardware and attempt to create an accessible opening.
Should also consider striking the back of the axe head with
the club hammer to aid cutting through the material.

Item is an upgrade to the hand drill. Should be used to drill
holes in the item in conjunction with the drill bits. These
holes can then be widened with the other tools available.
Chain drilling should also be considered.
Batteries may also be used in conjunction with steel wire to
power electrically operated locks once access to the wires
has been achieved.
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Checklist
 Use with club hammer
 Cut fabric of leaf/frame/infill
 Cut ‘lands’ between holes created
during ‘chain drilling’
 Insert into accessible gaps
 Lever gaps
 Use with club hammer to strike
specimen in an attempt to deform
& break fixings and security
devices.
 Remove trim, beading, etc, and
attempt to remove infill panels
 Cut fixings
 Cut specimen & exposed security
hardware
 Cut through scissor hinges
 Strike specimen, cutting through
the fabric of the specimen.
 Strike hardware directly in an
attempt to deform & break fixings
and security devices







Cut fixings
Cut specimen & exposed security
hardware
Cut through scissor hinges
To use in conjunction with drill bits
to drill holes in specimen fabric
Drill into fixings and security
hardware in an attempt to defeat
them
Use batteries to power electrically
operated locks
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Item
4.7.1

Tool
Set of drill bits
HSS or HSCO,
diameter 1.0 mm to
13 mm in 0.5 mm
steps

Usage
Items should be used to drill holes in the item in
conjunction with the drill.
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Checklist
 Use in conjunction with the drill to
drill holes
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Tool set A5
Tool set A5 introduces a more powerful drill and a greater range of drill bits. A range of powerful electric cutting tools are also introduced in the
sabre saw, jig saw and angle grinder. At this level, direct attacks on the glazing can also take place.
Item
5.1

Tool
Electric drill
percussion action,
650W ±10%

Usage
Item is an upgrade to the cordless 14.4V drill. Should be
used to drill holes in the item in conjunction with the drill
bits. These holes can then be widened with the other tools
available. Chain drilling should also be considered.

5.1.1

Set of drill bits
HSS or HSCO
diameter 1.0 mm to
13 mm in 0.5 mm
steps
Set of drill bits
Carbide tipped
diameter 3.0 mm to
13 mm in 1 mm
steps
Set of core drills
HSS, HSCO or
carbide, diameter 50
mm max
Electric sabre saw
1100W ±10%

Items should be used to drill holes in the item in
conjunction with the drill.

Sabre saw blades
Bimetal

5.1.2

5.1.3

5.2

5.2.1

Checklist
 Use in conjunction with drill bits to
drill holes in the fabric of the
specimen and any glazing/infill
panels
 Drill into fixings and security
hardware in an attempt to defeat
them
 Use in conjunction with the drill to
drill holes

Items should be used to drill holes in the item in
conjunction with the drill.



Use in conjunction with the drill to
drill holes

Items should be used to drill holes in the item in
conjunction with the drill.



Use in conjunction with the drill to
drill holes

Item should be used to cut though any available security
hardware, locking devices, or the fabric of the specimen
itself.



Item used with sabre saw.



Cut though fixings/ specimen/
security hardware/ shootbolts/
specimen fabric/ infill panel/
glazing
Use in conjunction with the sabre
saw
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Item
5.3

Tool
Electric jig saw
650W ±10%

Usage
Item should be used to cut though any available security
hardware, locking devices, or the fabric of the specimen
itself.

5.3.1

Jig saw blades

Item used with jig saw.

5.4

Angle grinder
1100W ±10%

Item should be used to cut though any available security
hardware, locking devices, or the fabric of the specimen
itself.

5.4.1

Angle Grinder discs Item used with disc grinder.
diameter 125 mm,
2.5 mm thickness for
stone or steel
(excluding diamond)
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Checklist
 Cut though fixings/ specimen/
security hardware/ shootbolts/
specimen fabric/ infill panel/
glazing
 Use in conjunction with the jig saw




Cut though fixings/ specimen/
security hardware/ shootbolts/
specimen fabric/ infill panel/
glazing
Use in conjunction with the angle
grinder
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Tool set A6
Tool set A6 introduces heavier duty electric drills and angle grinders, plus a spalling hammer for impacting glazing. The wooden and plastic
wedges are upgraded to steel wedges enabling even greater force to be imparted to the specimen.
Item
6.1

Tool
Electric drill
percussion action
1050W ±10%

Usage
Item is an upgrade to the electric drill 5.1. Should be used
to drill holes in the item in conjunction with the drill bits.
These holes can then be widened with the other tools
available. Chain drilling should also be considered.

6.2

Angle grinder
2300W ±10%

6.2.1

Angle grinder discs
diameter 230 mm
maximum, thickness
3 mm for stone or
steel (excluding
diamond)
Spalling hammer
800±50 mm long
3.5±0.25kg weight

Item is an upgrade to the angle grinder 5.1. Should be
used to drill holes in the item in conjunction with the drill
bits. These holes can then be widened with the other tools
available. Chain drilling should also be considered.
Item used with disc grinder.

6.3

6.4

2x Steel wedges
Length 200±25 mm
Width 80±10 mm
Height 40±5 mm

Checklist
 Use in conjunction with drill bits to
drill holes in the fabric of the leaf,
frame and any glazing/infill panels
 Drill into fixings and security
hardware in an attempt to defeat
them
 Cut though fixings/ specimen/
security hardware/ shootbolts/
specimen fabric/ infill panel/
glazing
 Use in conjunction with the angle
grinder

The hammer should be used to strike other tools such as
the wedges, chisels, screwdrivers and axe. It should also
be considered to strike the specimen directly. The item
should be used to strike the specimen up to a maximum of
20 impacts. The number of times the item may be used to
strike wedges and other tools is unlimited.



The wedges should be used in conjunction with the
spalling and/or club hammer. Wedges should be inserted
into accessible gaps and used to widen the gap and
disengage any hardware such as shootbolts, dead bolts
and latches.
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Strike specimen directly in an
attempt to deform & break fixings,
security devices, infills and glazing
(maximum of 20 strikes)
Strike other tools such as
screwdrivers, cold chisel, wood
chisel and wedges
Lever
Prise gaps
Widen accessible openings
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ANNEX C – Figures
Figure 1

Orientation of test specimen within test rig
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Figure 2

Centre line of hook bolt
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Figure 3

Example of load points for a circular infill panel
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Figure 4

Example of load points for multiple infill panels of different shapes and sizes
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Figure 5

Example of load points for multiple infill panels of identical size and shape
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Figure 6

Example of additional load points in the event of a local infill failure
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Figure 7 Example of loading points for a Group 1 doorset with butt hinges tested to RC1
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Figure 8 Example of loading points for a Group 1 doorset tested to RC2 or above (loading
RC3 indicated)
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Figure 9

Example of F3(1) and F3(2) loading points applied to locking points for a Group 2
sliding doorset (all Resistance Classes)
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Figure 10 Example of F3 perpendicular loading points applied to corners of sash for a
Group 2 sliding doorset (all Resistance Classes)
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Figure 11 Example of loading points for a Group 1 double leaf doorset with lift off hinges
tested to RC1
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Figure 12 Example of loading points for a Group 1 double leaf doorset tested to RC2 or
above (loading RC3 indicated)
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Figure 13 Example of F3(1) and F3(2) loading points applied to locking points for a Group 2
sliding window (all Resistance Classes)
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Figure 14 Example of F3 perpendicular loading points applied to corners of sash for a
Group 2 sliding window (all Resistance Classes)
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Figure 15 Example of loading points for a Group 1 bi-folding doorset tested to RC2 or above
(loading RC3 indicated)
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Figure 16 Placement of loading pads where the sash profile is narrower than the loading
pad
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Figure 17 Example of impact points of doorset with mid-rails and infill panels
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Figure 18 Example of impact points of multiple infill panels of dimensions less than 150 mm
by 300 mm showing infill area for identifying centre impact location
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Figure 19 Example of impact points of multiple infill panels of dimensions less than 150 mm
by 300 mm showing infill area for identifying centre impact location
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Figure 20 Example of impact points for a circular infill panel
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Figure 21 Example of impact points of double leaf doorset
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Figure 22 Example of impact points of single casement window
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Figure 23 Example of impact points of window incorporating multiple elements
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ANNEX D – Additional requirements for conformity to PAS 24
PAS 24 provides guidance on additional elements specifically applicable for the UK, relevant
to the enhanced security performance of doorsets and windows intended to resist attack
normally associated the casual or opportunist burglar.
D.1.

General

To claim conformity to PAS 24, doorsets and windows shall be classified according to their
intended use for all relevant characteristics. In the UK, guidance for these characteristics is
given in BS 6375-1, BS 6375-2 and BS 6375-3. Those standards are written with reference
to EN 14351-1 and the subsequent European test standards from EN 14351-1.
Additionally, material specific standards provide requirements and guidance for various
materials and systems that it is possible to manufacture doors and windows from (these
include BS 7412, BS 4873, BS 6510, BS 8529 and BS 644).
D.2.

Doorsets

A doorset which conforms to BS EN 1627 RC3 would additionally be expected to conform to
the following to meet the requirements of PAS 24:




Annex A Security hardware and cylinder test and assessment.
Cylinders falling within the scope of EN 1303 shall meet key-related security (digit 7)
grade 5 and resistance to drilling security grade 2.
Requirements for letter plates are given in PAS 24 clause 4.3.

D.3.3.

Windows

A Window which conforms to BS EN 1627 RC2N would additionally be expected to conform
to the following to meet the requirements of PAS 24:



Windows including glass and non key locking hardware each glazed area shall include at
least one pane of laminated glass meeting the requirements of BS EN 356:2000 Class
P1A.
Windows shall be glazed in accordance with BS 6262.
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ANNEX E – Examples of test records for EN 1630 showing pre-tests have addressed
all elements of the test
The following shows a means of recording that all tools and elements of the specimen were
suitably addressed by test or otherwise assessed with reference to the typical attack
methods listed in Annex A and B.
EN 1630 Class 1 tools
Tool

Multiple slip joint gripping
pliers
Length 250±10 mm
Screwdriver
Length 260±20 mm
Shaft 8±2 mm
Blade 10±1 mm
Set of small screwdrivers
maximum length 250 mm
blade diameter 6±2 mm
Set of small flat blade and
pozi head screwdrivers
Set of small star drive
screwdrivers
Hexagonal Allen keys
maximum length 120 mm
Spanners
maximum length 180 mm
Engineers pliers
maximum length 200 mm
Tweezers
Stanley Knife
maximum length blade 120
mm
maximum thickness 3 mm
Knife
maximum length blade 120
mm
maximum thickness 3 mm
Torch
Hooks
Steel wire
Adhesive tape
String
Rubber hammer
Total weight 145±20g
Length 260±20 mm
Universal lock key
Signature:

checked

-

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

Record specific screwdrivers used
in individual tests

Date:
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EN 1630 Class 2 tools
Tool

checked

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

Screwdriver
Length 365±25 mm
Blade width 16±2 mm
Pipe wrench
Length 240±20 mm
2x Nylon wedges
mm
Length 200±25 mm
mm
Width 80±10 mm
mm
Height 40±5 mm
2x Soft wood wedges
mm
Length 200±25 mm
mm
Width 80±10 mm
mm
Height 40±5 mm
2x Hard wood wedges
mm
Length 200±25 mm
mm
Width 80±10 mm
mm
Height 40±5 mm
Compass saw
mm
2 blades 310±25 mm long
Pad saw
mm
2 blades 300 by 13 by 0.65
mm
mm ±10 %
mm
Hacksaw
mm
2 blades 330±25 mm long
Steel extension tube
Not applicable for doors and
_
windows
500 mm long, 30 mm
diameter, 3 mm max long
* check to include measure of item before test program commences
Signature:

Date:
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EN 1630 Class 3 tools
Tool

checked

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

checked

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

Screwdriver
Length 365±25 mm
Blade width 16±2 mm
Crowbar
Length 710±20 mm
Locksmiths hammer
Weight 200±20g
Length 300±20 mm
Set of pin punches
Hand drill
Length 330±25 mm
Set of drill bits
HSS - diameter 1 mm to 6
mm
Set of drill bits
HSCO - diameter 1 mm to 6
mm
EN 1630 Class 4 tools
Tool

Club hammer
Length 300±25 mm
Weight 1.25±0.1kg
Cold chisel
Length 250±25 mm
Blade 30±5 mm
Wood chisel
Length 250±25 mm
Blade 30±5 mm
Plate shears
left cutting and right cutting,
length 260±25 mm
Axe
Length 350±25 mm
Head weight 800±30g
Bolt cutter
Length 460±50 mm
Cordless drilling machine
Non- percussion, 14.4V
Set of drill bits
HSS or HSCO, diameter 1.0
mm to 13 mm in 0.5 mm
steps
Signature:

Date:
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EN 1630 Class 5 tools
Tool

checked

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

checked

Notes on use or test number
(each box to include test reference or
justification for no test)

Electric drill
percussion action, 650W
±10%
Set of drill bits
HSS or HSCO
diameter 1.0 mm to 13 mm in
0.5 mm steps
Set of drill bits
Carbide tipped diameter 3.0
mm to 13 mm in 1 mm steps
Set of core drills
HSS, HSCO or carbide,
diameter 50 mm max
Electric sabre saw
1100W ±10%
Sabre saw blades
Bimetal
Electric jig saw
650W ±10%
Jig saw blades
Angle grinder
1100W ±10%
Angle Grinder discs
diameter 125 mm, 2.5 mm
thickness for stone or steel
(excluding diamond)
EN 1630 Class 6 tools
Tool

Electric drill
percussion action 1050W
±10%
Angle grinder
2300W ±10%
Angle grinder discs
diameter 230 mm maximum,
thickness 3 mm for stone or
steel (excluding diamond)
Spalling hammer
800±50 mm long
3.5±0.25kg weight
2x Steel wedges
Length 200±25 mm
Width 80±10 mm
Height 40±5 mm
Signature:

Date:
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Manual pre-test
Manual pre-test to be conducted testing all possible manual vulnerabilities identified by team
as listed below or additionally identified
Description of locations of door Test number or reason for not testing
or window
(each box to include test reference or justification for
no test)
Glazing system
Infill system
Infill medium
Opening element
Locking side corners
Locking points

Hinge corners
Hinge points
Mid span between hinges
Manipulation of hardware

Cylinder and handle hardware
Any additional points

Signature:

Date:
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Manual test pre testing Specimen ______________________
Test
Order

Location and method to be used, comments and any action
taken

Results and observations
and duration

Testing person

Testing person

Testing person

Testing person

Testing person
Continue on additional sheets as appropriate
Criteria

Result

E1 a rectangle of 400mm x 250mm±2mm
E2 an ellipse of 400mm x 300mm±2mm
E3 a circle of diameter 350mm±2mm
Signature:

Date:
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